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Abstract 
The present work is intended to describe the design aspects of microfluidic structures applicable to dilute and 
transport analyte solutions to the sensing areas of biosensors. The behaviours of different chaotic mixer structures 
were analyzed numerically and experimentally to determine their efficiency. The characterized microstructures were 
realised in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) by micro-fabrication and integrated into real microfluidic transport 
systems. Biological analyte was applied to verify their practical performance. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the important functions of the microfluidic system integrable into bioanalytical devices is the 
dilution and complete mixing of the analyte with an adequate buffer solution to ensure homogeneous 
concentration distribution of the species reaching the sensing area. Chaotic advection could be the ideal 
mixing method in the case of microfluidics considering stable and laminar flow. [1, 2] 
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2. Experimental 
2.1 Modeling 
T-mixer staggered blocks (Fig. 1.b.) and Herring-Bone type (Fig. 1.c.) chaotic mixer structures 
realised by polymer fabrication technology were characterized by comparing them to a simple T-mixer as 
reference (Fig. 1.a.). The fluidic behaviour of these three different mixer structures was analyzed by 
Finite Element Modeling using COMSOL Multiphysics solving the Navier-Stokes and the diffusion 
equations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The realised mixer structures: T-mixer (a), T-mixer staggered blocks (b) and Herring-Bone type (c.) chaotic mixers. 
 
The concentration distribution evolution along the channel system was calculated and compared to the 
ideal mixing state as shown in Fig. 2. Initial boundary conditions were set to 0,1mM/mL concentration of 
human serum albumin solution and 1 μL/min flow rate in each model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Concentration distributions of the analyte in the centreline of different surface slides (distances from the inlet indicated) of 
the mixer structures: a. T-mixer, b. T-mixer staggered blocks, c. Herring-bone mixer. Fig. 2.d. compares of the mixing efficiencies 
demonstrated by the square of the concentration deviation from the average value calculated on the outlet surface. 
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2.2 Fabrication & Tests 
To create microfluidic structures in PDMS, SU-8 epoxy based negative photoresist was used as a 
replica mould developed by a special multilayer technology characterised by a channel width of 50μm 
and a depth of 20μm. The fluidic channels with the reservoirs and the Herring-Bone mixer structure were 
formed by different SU-8 layers as Figure 3 presents. The simulation results were verified by diluting 
fluorescent labelled human serum albumin (HSA) in phosphate buffered salt solution. The channel 
surfaces were blocked by bovine serum albumin against the non-specific binding of the test proteins.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: SU-8 moulding replica for the Herring-Bone type mixer structure fabricated by 3D multilayer technology. 
2. Results 
Fig. 4 compares the calculated and the experimentally observed concentration distribution of HSA 
along the mixing channel in the different mixer structures. According to the model calculations the 
chaotic mixers as Herring-Bone mixer and T-mixer staggered blocks presented adequate mixing 
efficiencies, their performances being illustrated in Figure 3.  
Due to the small dimensions of the microfluidic systems usually the flows are laminar and the 
component streams mix only by diffusion, creating a dynamic diffusive interface as Fig 4.a presents in the 
simple reference T-mixer. The staggered blocks realised in the T-mixer and the Herring-Bone structures 
(Fig. 4.b-c) can generate vortexes with higher Reynolds number running through the laminar stream 
distribution inducing transversal flow in the fluidic channel and can improve the mixing efficiency and 
the concentration homogeneity of the sample species in the buffer solution. 
3. Conclusions 
According to the preliminary expectations considering the sample transport and adequate mixing 
condition the fluidic layouts were designed consisting different advanced chaotic mixer systems and 
realised in PDMS polymer utilizing an improved 3D multilayer SU-8 technology for moulding replica 
formation. The verification of the numerical results was performed by fluorescent imaging applying 
fluorescent labeled human serum albumin solution.  
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Fig. 4:  Modeled and experimentally observed fluorescent human serum albumin distribution evolved in the T-mixer (a),  
the T-mixer staggered blocks (b) and the Herring-Bone type (c) mixer structures. 
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